Ihe Whistlers
JASPER NATIONAL PARK

The Whistlers

High above Jasper, the mountaintops may look bleak and foreboding.

Upper limits of life
The mountains tower above the valleys, stark and foreboding. Trees
grow two-thirds of the way up the mountainside but cannot survive the cold
above that level. Rock looms beyond the timberline where the climate is so
harsh it appears nothing should grow there. For nine months of the year, the
mountaintops are covered with snow and are subjected to howling blizzards
and icy winds. In June the snow melts slowly but clouds can cover the peaks
and leave a dusting of wet snow even in July.
Despite the cold climate, the land above the trees is not barren. As the
sun warms the air in the spring, the snow slowly begins to melt, revealing rocky
slopes and meadows covered with low mats of plants. By late May the first
hint of green has begun to appear and white mountain avens and globe flower
bloom in the open meadows. After nine months of fasting, ground squirrels
and marmots come out of hibernation and feed hungrily on the new growth.
By June, the meadows are alive with the vivid colors of numerous
flowers. Pikas, marmots and ground squirrels scour the mountaintop for food.
Their young, born only in late May, are already chasing each other. Well
camouflaged ptarmigan pick at leaves. Mountain goats, caribou and grizzly
bears occasionally wander through the meadows in search of food and an escape
from the summer heat. Here, at the upper limits of life, plants and animals
survive — and thrive.
In only a few weeks this land has been transformed from a snowbound,
inhospitable place to an environment full of life and color. The brief summer
has come once again to waken the land above the trees.

Higher than the trees
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AT THE TOP

MEETING THE MOUNTAIN
At the top of The Whistlers visitors can explore the upper
limits of life, watch ground squirrels, pikas and marmots gather
food and bask in the sun, and wander along trails dotted with
the vivid blooms of alpine plants. The summit of the mountain
seems to be the top of the world, offering a view of mountain
peaks stretching out in all directions.
The Jasper Tramway offers easy access to the top of
The Whistlers, carrying visitors 980 metres up from the valley
to a point which overlooks the town of Jasper. From the upper
terminal, a walk of 1.4 kilometres leads to the summit of the
mountain from which visitors can see peaks up to 90 kilometres
away. Mount Robson, the highest peak in the Canadian Rockies
at 3,954 metres (12,972 feet), is visible from The Whistlers'
summit.
For those who would like a longer hike, a nine kilometre
trail leads from the upper terminal through subalpine forests and
meadows down to the montane forest near The Whistlers Hostel.
PLANNING FOR THE OCCASION
The Whistlers is just south of Jasper townsite, with parking for the Jasper Tramway about four kilometres from the Icefields
Parkway. The tram operates from April to October, although opening and closing dates vary from year to year. Telephones and
washrooms are available at the lower and upper terminals. The
tramway and boardwalks are accessible by wheelchair. Information on times, fares, restaurant service and transportation to the
tram is available from the Parks Canada Information Centre in
Jasper townsite or from Jasper Tramway.
The trail up the mountain starts at the parking lot before
the hostel. Hikers should allow about four hours to hike up and
three hours to get down.
At the upper terminal, boardwalks protect the vegetation and interpretive exhibits inform visitors about the area. It
takes about an hour to walk up the trail to the summit but the
scenic view is ample reward for the effort.
No matter how warm it is in the valley, winter may linger
at the top of The Whistlers. The weather can change quickly, even
on fine days. A sweater or jacket provides protection from cool
breezes; a hat and gloves may be required too. The sunlight can
be very bright in the open and contains a higher concentration
of ultraviolet rays than at lower altitudes, so sunglasses and sun
cream may also be needed.
The trail is rough and rocky so sturdy footwear is recommended. The steep slopes can be hiked by anyone who is fit, even
small children and the elderly. Benches provide resting sites and
the opportunity to enjoy the view.
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GOING UP

ALPINE LIFE ZONE

On the trip up The Whistlers visitors can see different
plants growing on the side of the mountain. As the altitude increases, the climate becomes colder and harsher. This variation
creates three distinct life zones, each with its characteristic plants
and animals. These life zones occur on all the mountains in Jasper,
but not always at the same elevations.

The alpine life zone begins above the timberline. Rocks
tumble down the slope below the tram but, in other areas, the
ground may be covered with grasses, isolated cushion plants or
low-lying plant communities. A few small krummholz may
struggle to survive in sheltered spots. Snow drifts lie well into
the summer and, on mountains higher than The Whistlers, permanent ice and snow may blanket the peaks. The alpine has fewer
mammals and birds than lower zones but as there is less shelter,
they may be more readily seen.

TIMBERLINE
Timberline is the transition line between the subalpine
and alpine life zones. On the mountainside below the upper terminal, the forest yields abruptly to a steep rocky slope but there
is a more gradual transition on other slopes of the mountain. There,
subalpine forest breaks up gradually into islands of small trees
and the ground is covered with heather.
The strange shapes of timberline trees are caused by cold
winter winds, which dry and kill new buds. Bushy bases develop
where branches are sheltered by winter snow, while the taller stems
become wind blasted. These low, contorted trees, often very old,
are sometimes called shintangle, or krummholz from the German for 'crooked wood.'

SUBALPINE LIFE ZONE
The subalpine life zone, with lodgepole pine, Engelmann
spruce, subalpine fir and tall huckleberry, appears at about 1,350
metres up to 2,100 metres. In this zone, snow lies on the ground
for five to seven months. Few open meadows can be found in
the subalpine forests at the lower elevations. At higher elevations
heather carpets the more frequent open areas. Clark's nutcrackers
call from the tree tops and martens hunt for voles in the woods.

LEAVING THE MONTANE LIFE ZONE
The parking lot and lower terminal are in the montane
life zone. In Jasper National Park this zone occurs below 1,350
metres, on the valley floors and lower slopes. Most of the roads
in the park run through this zone. Here the winters are mild and
little snow falls. The snow-free season is dry and six months long.
Douglas fir, lodgepole pine, white spruce and aspen make up its
forests and the montane also includes open grasslands and
wetlands. Many of the park's large mammals, including elk
(wapiti), mule deer, moose and black bears are frequently seen
in this life zone,
ft
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years old, while the mountain itself is shale and siltstone, about
700 million years old. It wasn't until about 200 million years ago,
however, that the forces required to bend and raise these rock
layers from the ocean bed came into play.
About 200 million years ago, two pieces of the earth's
crust began bumping into each other — the drifting North
American continent and the Pacific Ocean plate. As a collision
between two cars causes metal to fold, break and twist, this collision between the two plates caused the layers of rock in the plates
to fold upwards, break (fault) and form the mountains seen today.
This collision lasted for 150 million years, pushing up the western
mountains first and the eastern ones later.
As each young mountain range emerged from beneath
the sea it was attacked by the weather. Raindrops collected into
streams which dug into the rock, wind picked up loose particles
that sand-blasted cliffs, and frost action pried away loose rocks.
Centuries of rain, snow and wind eroded away thousands of feet
of rock, gradually changing the shapes of the mountains.

HARD TIMES
Looking over the mountain peaks that surround The
Whistlers, one may wonder about the forces that caused these
mountains to form. Why are there layers in the rock and why
are they folded? Were they made that way originally? Have the
mountains always been here? How were they formed?
A 600-MILLION-YEAR-OLD STORY
In the history of the earth, the Rocky Mountains are rather
young — only 150 to 70 million years old. The rocks themselves
are much older, telling a story that began more than 600 million
years ago. At that time, a shallow sea which was part of the Pacific
Ocean covered the area. North America's west coast was many
kilometres to the northeast. Huge quantities of silt, sand and gravel
were washed into this ocean by rivers from the east. This debris
slowly built up into layers on the ocean floor. As more debris
settled, the lower layers became compressed into beds of sandstone, conglomerate, shale and siltstone. For many millions of
years the sediment built up layer upon layer. These rocks are so
old that they have no visible fossils, as life forms with hard shells
had not yet evolved.
It is these rocks that make up The Whistlers. The boulders
seen on top of The Whistlers are quartzitic sandstone, 600 million

The latest dramatic shaping started about two million
years ago — the advance of the glaciers. The ice age began when
a cooling climate prevented snow from melting in the high
mountain valleys. The snow gradually became ice and, as it
accumulated, the ice gradually filled the valleys. The ice masses
spread and moved downhill, pulled by gravity and pushed by the
ice from behind.
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These glaciers were huge, filling the Athabasca Valley
and completely covering The Whistlers, which is 2,464 metres
(8,085 feet) above sea level. The weight of the glacier and its movement caused rock under the glacier to be broken up and carried
with the ice. This rock ground against other rock and changed
the shape of the valleys the glacier filled. The valleys were widened
and the valley sides steepened, while peaks under the glacier,
including The Whistlers, were rounded. Peaks such as Indian
Ridge and those in the Victoria Cross Range which towered above
this expanse of ice were sharpened as the ice carved away at their
sides.
Rocks eroded from these higher peaks tumbled down
onto the ice and were carried along by the glaciers, sometimes
many kilometres from their origin. When the glaciers melted,
about 10,000 years ago, these boulders (called erratics) were left
behind and can still be seen throughout glaciated areas, even on
top of The Whistlers.
Now that the ice is gone from The Whistlers, the mountain changes more slowly. Rainwater gathers in cracks in the rocks
and expands as it freezes with a force that splits rocks apart. At
the base of cliffs and on steep slopes these shattered rocks, called
scree or talus, lie loose and unstable. Rock glaciers, boulder masses
with cores of ice, crawl slowly down slopes. Rain, meltwater and
wind all eat away at the mountains, removing the rock a little
at a time.
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carry dust, plant seeds and debris and deposit them in sheltered
areas behind rocks and on slopes away from the prevailing wind
blast. In winter, snow is blown from open, unprotected areas to
blanket sheltered slopes and hollows, covering and protecting
plants from the extreme cold.
As well as the cold temperatures and freezing winds, the
light at this elevation is harsh, containing high amounts of
ultraviolet which is screened out by water vapour and impurities
in the air at lower elevations. Ultraviolet light causes sunburn and
plants have had to develop defenses against the sun's unfiltered
glare.
Despite the severe climate, the mountain is alive with
activity in summer. Plants and animals flourish in favorable
microclimates — warm sheltered spots between and behind stones,
sunny south facing slopes and small hollows where snow drifts
melt slowly to provide moisture throughout the growing season.
In winter the mountaintop is deserted, cold and desolate.
Insects hibernate in cracks in the ground or lay eggs before dying
in the fall. Mammals hibernate or take shelter in burrows and
rock piles, living on food stored during the summer. Birds move
downhill to the valleys or migrate to warmer climates. More than
400 centimetres of snow may fall in a year.
Snow depth reaches its maximum about the beginning
of April, at a time when animals in the valley are feeding on new
growth and preparing to give birth. Spring does not begin until
June at the upper limits of life. As soon as it is warm, alpine plants
and animals must gear up for a frantic burst of activity in the
brief summer so they can reproduce and store enough energy or
food to see them through the next long winter.

SNOW IN SUMMER - A MOUNTAIN CLIMATE
On a sunny day at the summit of The Whistlers visitors
may find a pleasant cooling breeze, brilliant sunshine and clear
skies that make even Mount Robson in British Columbia visible.
The burning sun causes unprotected eyes to squint and its warmth
makes the light breeze welcome.
Even on a nice summer day, however, there may be hints
of how severe the weather can get. Winter snowbanks remain until
the middle of July, melting slowly throughout the summer months.
Frost can occur any night of the year and, even during the summer,
a sudden cold wind can bring a blizzard, leaving snow on the
ground for a few hours. By the end of August the snows of the
new winter may already have started falling.
Temperatures on the summit of The Whistlers can range
from a high of 25°C in the afternoon to below freezing at night.
At this elevation, 2,464 metres (8,084 feet), the temperature is
significantly lower than in the town that is 1,400 metres (4,600
feet) below. Mountain temperatures are very similar to those of
the Arctic which also has a long winter and short summer. Each
metre climbed up The Whistlers has roughly the same effect on
temperature as a journey of 1.5 kilometres in the direction of the
North Pole. From Jasper, a journey equivalent to the ascent of
The Whistlers would lead to the shores of Great Bear Lake in
the Northwest Territories.
At the top of the mountains the force of the wind is strong
enough to blow away any soil or plants that are not sheltered or
firmly rooted. Cold winds can freeze new leaves, evaporate water
from the ground and dry out plant stems and leaves. Winds also
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SURVIVORS:
WHISTLERS AND OTHER ANIMALS
HOARY MARMOTS are the whistlers after which the
mountain is named. Their piercing calls alert other members of
the marmot colony to the threat of danger. As big as a small dog,
the six kilogram adult marmots dig elaborate burrows under
boulders for protection from predators. Marmots hibernate
throughout the eight or nine months of the alpine winter and eat
throughout the summer. Sentries take turns sitting on rocks
watching for danger while grooming their coarse fur. Because
of the harsh alpine environment, females have litters only in alternate years and the young do not mature until their third year.
GOLDEN-MANTLED GROUND SQUIRRELS often
come right up to visitors on The Whistlers. Their identity confuses many visitors who sometimes call them big chipmunks
because they look like the much smaller rodents found in lower
elevations. Here the golden-mantled ground squirrel is near its
upper elevation limit but it may also be seen farther down the
mountain. Golden-mantled ground squirrels often stand on their
hind legs and peer around with weak eyes, sniffing for food and
possible danger. They are mainly plant eaters and bury large
quantities of seeds.
They also consume insects and will eat carrion if they
find a dead animal. Fingers are not usually a part of their diet
but they may bite those who illegally feed them. Young are born
in underground nests and eat vigorously to store enough fat for
hibernation at summer's end.
COLUMBIAN GROUND SQUIRRELS have a grey and
brown coat and are much smaller than marmots. They can be
found well down in the subalpine, as well as in the alpine high
on The Whistlers. They are at home on the vegetated areas of
the mountain and make burrows in deep soil pockets. On warm
days they sit on their haunches and bask in the sun or chase each
other across the slopes. They gather grains and store them in their
hibernating dens which are deeper than the summer ones. At the
beginning of winter, they plug the entrance with soil and curl
up in a nest of grass for seven months.
THE PIKA is sometimes called a rock rabbit as it is
actually related to rabbits and hares. Its call is a loud bleat. In
late summer each pika harvests a crop of grasses and other plants,
storing a haystack perhaps half a metre high and a metre wide
in a hole in the rocks. This provides so much food that the pika
is able to eat throughout the winter under the snowdrifts instead
of hibernating as its rodent neighbors do.
Small rodents, including mice, voles, lemmings and
woodrats, are seen less often. Other mammals found on The
Whistlers include weasels, small enough to follow burrowers
underground and, occasionally, mule deer, which move up into
the alpine from the lower slopes. Mountain goats may be seen
on the cliffs of Indian Ridge behind the summit of The Whistlers
and woodland caribou sometimes frequent distant slopes.
Although mammals are the most obvious animals of The
Whistlers, the keen observer may find a variety of invertebrates
and several kinds of birds.
Butterflies, including arctics, sulphurs, blues and
fritillaries, occasionally flutter from flower to flower. Most insects shelter in the clumps of plants on cooler days as they need
warmer temperatures to become active and cannot fly if there
is much wind. On sunny days, flies bask in the larger flower heads
and on sun-warmed rocks while bees buzz among the mountain
avens. Wolf spiders run from clump to clump looking for mites
and small beetles, from which they will suck the juices. Longlegged crane flies and harvestmen run through the vegetation.
Rare pools of standing water shelter caddis flies and mosquito
larvae.
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Birds are attracted by the plants and the abundant insects.
Water pipits, rosy finches and horned larks fly over the meadows,
searching for food. It is easy to miss the white-tailed ptarmigan
as their camouflage and quiet behavior conceal them from the
casual passer-by. They will sit still until the observer is within
metres and, even then, prefer to walk away rather than fly. Lower
down, near the tree line, robins feed on the scanty turf as if in
a suburban backyard and golden crowned sparrows sing from
the tops of krummholz.
Occasionally a raven may wing its way overhead, searching for carrion. In August and September golden eagles and a
variety of hawks and falcons may soar past the mountain on the
first steps of a long migration. Most birds are far away by winter
although ptarmigan simply move down the mountainside to lower
elevations. There, in their white winter plumage, they feed amongst
the trees and shrubs on willow and gain extra protection against
cold by fluffing out their feathers and burrowing into snowdrifts.
13

BEAUTY IN CLOSE UP
The exquisite beauty and diversity of alpine wild flowers
is best appreciated by getting down on hands and knees to meet
them at eye level. The flowers grow low to the ground where they
are sheltered from the wind and, although many of the blooms
are as large as those of their relatives in the valleys, they are carried
on short stems close to the ground.
Most alpine plants flower for only a brief period, usually
in July. More than 50 kinds of flowering plants can be found on
The Whistlers, many with striking flowers.
Alpine plants show a variety of adaptations to their harsh
environment. Most plants are perennials, developing a little each
year, and flowering only when there is a good summer.
Many alpine plants hug the ground closely, as does the
tiny arctic willow. It rises only a few centimetres above the ground
yet carries catkins like its shrub-size relative of lower elevations.
14
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Some have many stems close together, forming cushions
(eg. moss campion). Others spread their stems out over the ground
in mats (eg. white mountain avens). Many shelter in crevices between or behind rocks or grow in the shelter of other vegetation
(eg. purple saxifrage). Narrow stems and leaves conserve moisture
for grasses and sedges. Other plants (eg. heathers) have small
leaves, which are thick and have a waxy skin to conserve heat
and moisture. Other leaves are hairy (eg. draba) as if the plant
was wearing many wool gloves to conserve heat and moisture.
Red pigments in some leaves (eg. mountain sorrel) may assist
plants to generate energy from ultraviolet wavelengths.
The root system of alpine plants may weigh six times as
much as the leaves and stems above ground. These extensive root
systems search out food and water and provide a firm anchor
against howling winds. Not all plants produce seeds every year
and many plants spread by underground stems called rhizomes.
Plants may grow flower buds the year before their showy flowers
appear, thus ensuring they are in flower early enough to set seed
in the short summer. Some flowers rotate their flower heads to
follow the sun, getting the most heat available for seed production.
Primitive plants are found here too. Tiny algae and fungi
live in plant cushions and on soil surfaces. Lichens, each a combination of an alga and a fungus, grow on rocks, soil and other
plants. The alga photosynthesizes, providing energy, while the
fungus produces acid to break down the rock and provide nutrients.
The two live symbiotically as one plant. Rock lichens are green,
black or even vivid orange.
Lichens are often the only plants at the highest altitudes,
as some can photosynthesize at temperatures as low as — 10°C.
Individual plants slowly expand their circles on the rocks over
thousands of years and by careful measurement they have been
used to date the retreat of the glaciers.
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STRUGGLE FOR EXISTENCE
ON A MOUNTAINTOP
Life in the alpine forms a complex community. Animals
feed on insects and plants, while plants shelter insects and depend on them to pollinate their flowers. Even with relatively few
species, there are many interactions requiring scientific study.
Changes to one aspect of the alpine inevitably affect others.
This rich and complex community was not always found
in the alpine. When the glaciers first melted, the area must have
been completely barren. Plants and animals able to withstand cold
climates gradually moved into the Rockies from areas where they
had been able to survive the ice age.
Seeds blew in the wind or were caught in fur and feathers,
and fragments of roots were carried on the feet of birds to these
newly uncovered barren grounds. Gradually, the once-glaciated
valleys became green. As the climate warmed, the cold-adapted
plants moved higher up the mountains, eventually being replaced
on lower ground by forests.
In the highest part of the alpine life zone it is still possible
to see the way that life became established after the ice age. The
pioneers are the lichens that grow on bare rock even at very low
temperatures and gradually create minute quantities of soil. Wind
and water erosion create dust, which blows about and adds to the
scanty soil caught in hollows between rocks. There, seeds of
flowering plants can root. Loose scree is only slowly colonized,
as most plants cannot form a secure root system among the shifting
stones. On firmer ground they become established and slowly
put forth leaves, year by year, until they are ready to flower. The
expanding area of leaves provides a little shelter from the wind
and catches more blown dust to make a thicker, but nutrient-poor,
soil. Gradually, other plants take root, some dying and enriching
the tiny pocket of soil with organic matter. The shelter also attracts
mites and insects which feed on plants and on each other. After
a few years a miniature world has developed, a sheltered garden
on a mountain.
Mountain avens form a special part of the alpine plant
community, spreading in mats which may cover large areas. The
roots of this plant contain bacteria which act like a fertilizer factory,
turning nitrogen from the air into compounds plants can use. The
leaves of mountain avens grow throughout the summer and rarely
suffer from disease. The plant mat provides shelter for other plants,
insects, spiders and mites, while mountain avens' flowers attract
flies, bees and butterflies. These insects feed on pollen and nectar
and bask in the sunlight reflected from the white petals. Moths
and ptarmigan eat the mountain avens' flowers and leaves. When
the plants die and decay they provide food for fungi and eventually for new flowering plants.
Different plants specialize in different microhabitats —
areas with a slightly different climate, orientation to the sun, slope,
snow cover and soil. For instance, boulder-covered areas
(fellfields) at high elevations may only support lichens. Areas of
loose rock (scree) swept by winter winds may be partly covered
by mats of white mountain avens and snow willow and by cushions
of moss campion. Hollows which are filled with snow drifts until
late summer gather more soil and develop a continuous cover of
black sedge and alpine everlasting.
Each of these microhabitats attract insects and these, in
turn, attract small birds. Ptarmigan, marmots, pikas and ground
squirrels are nourished by the abundant plant material and these
small animals attract occasional predators such as weasels and
hawks. All the animals fertilize the plants by their droppings while
they live and then further enrich the soil with their carcasses when
they die. Every plant and animal that lives at this elevation contributes to the survival of other plants and animals in this inhospitable environment.
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MAN AND THE ALPINE:
A SHORT HISTORY
Until the 1800s, Indians trading across the Continental
Divide had the mountain passes to themselves. In the winter of
1810, David Thompson, a cartographer for the Hudson Bay Company, headed up the Athabasca River on his way to British
Columbia. After passing The Whistlers his party eventually
reached Athabasca Pass, used for many years afterwards by fur
brigades and parties travelling across the Continental Divide.
About 1825, the pass up the Miette River was first surveyed for
fur trade use. Known originally as the Leather Pass, it was later
renamed the Yellowhead Pass and today the railway and the
highway run through it.
The mountains of Jasper were largely ignored or considered an obstacle when the area was first explored by Europeans in the early 1800s. It was not until the end of that century
that climbing mountains became a form of recreation for a few
wealthy tourists; even then, The Whistlers was too small to be
of any importance. Consequently there are no records of the people
who first explored the summit of The Whistlers.

The Jasper Forest Reserve was established in 1907. The
town of Jasper grew after the construction of the railway which
was completed through to British Columbia in 1913. People began
to explore the area around the town of Jasper and, sometime before
1922, a rough trail to the summit of The Whistlers was constructed. In 1939 the highway to Banff was completed. As the
town of Jasper grew to its present size, The Whistlers became
a popular site for day hiking.
Cross-country skiing started on The Whistlers in the
1920s and by the late 1930s, downhill ski runs were developed
on the lower slopes, with a rope tow and a small chalet. In the
1940s this mountain offered 'thrilling sport' and the Jasper Park
Ski Club installed a 610-metre (2,000-foot) lift in 1954. The ski
club building (now part of The Whistlers Hostel) was relocated
and by 1959 the course was at its peak with a ski jump and a
downhill course which dropped 1,400 metres (4,600 feet) in 4.8
kilometres (three miles) — attractive enough to host the Canadian
Junior Ski Championships in February, 1961. However, poor
snowfall and frequent thaws were constant problems on The
Whistlers and better facilities were developed at Marmot Basin.
By 1967-68 downhill skiing on The Whistlers was largely
abandoned.

The old trails are slowly disappearing.

THE BUSIEST MOUNTAIN
The peaceful life of the alpine changed radically when
the Jasper Tramway opened in 1964. The tram was built to provide public access to the mountaintop and The Whistlers became
the busiest mountain in Jasper National Park. The number of
visitors increased each year until the late 1970s and now about
130,000 people a year visit this alpine area.
Without care so many visitors can easily destroy one of
the chief attractions of the Whistlers — the fragile alpine life zone
with its colorful, flowering plants and unique wildlife. The alpine
includes some of the most sensitive habitats in Jasper National
Park. The growth rate of vegetation in the alpine is so slow that
damage may not be restored for years, even centuries. Picking
flowers and taking shortcuts results in bare patches of rock and
eroding soil. Visitors illegally feeding wildlife turn animals into
'pets' begging for tidbits and can increase the summer population beyond the carrying capacity of the area, so that many small
mammals may starve during the long winter.
Parks Canada built a boardwalk in 1981 to protect the
area around the upper terminal. Very worn areas were carefully
revegetated and the trails were clearly marked. These efforts have
been highly successful in protecting the fragile alpine vegetation
from being trampled. Visitors can now read the signs along the
boardwalk which provide information on the alpine plants and
animals that survive on the summit.
Although Parks Canada can do a certain amount to protect the fragile environment, those who visit and enjoy the alpine
must also help. Visitors are asked to make as small an impact as
possible, so that the beauty of this special area will still be available
for enjoyment in future years.
25

Terminal Mountain, from Indian Ridge

The Whistlers is only an introduction to the variety of
alpine plants and animals to be seen in Jasper National Park. Other
alpine areas do not get the number of visitors found on The
Whistlers and provide a greater opportunity to see alpine plants
and animals. Some sheltered meadow slopes may still be in bloom
when flowering is over in more exposed alpine areas. Bighorn
sheep can be seen grazing in the open alpine meadows while
woodland caribou seek refuge from flies on the breezy hillsides.
Grizzly bears prowl the open meadows in summer and dig
vigorously for roots, ground squirrels and marmots. Mountain
goats scramble up seemingly impossible cliffs high above the
alpine meadows.
Visitors to the alpine life zone should be properly prepared
for sudden weather changes and bring adequate clothing. In the
spring it's a good idea to ask at the Information Centre in Jasper
or at the Icefield Centre about trail conditions and any possible
hazards. Hikers planning an overnight trip must obtain a backcountry permit at the Information Centre or Icefield Centre where
they can also get further information about the areas they plan
to visit. Whichever trail a hiker travels, magnificent alpine
meadows and spectacular views await!

MORE OF THE ALPINE

Early travellers saw the mountains as an obstacle to be
crossed by way of the lowest and easiest passes. Now the mountains are highly prized for their beauty and for the opportunities
for recreation they provide to the climber and skier, trail rider
and hiker. Increasing numbers of visitors are enjoying the solitude
the alpine can offer, and finding refreshment in the beauty of
alpine scenery and wildlife.
There are many opportunities for alpine experiences in
Jasper National Park, as about 40 per cent of the park lies in the
alpine zone. Although few alpine areas are as easily accessible
as The Whistlers, there are several places where short trails provide access to alpine meadows. Mount Edith Cavell, the Opal
Hills and Bald Hills, Signal Mountain and Wilcox Pass provide
access to the alpine while the Skyline Trail is a worthwhile
experience for hikers able to tackle overnight trips. Just south of
the park boundary, Parker Ridge in Banff National Park is also
an attractive trail into the alpine.
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For three months visitors can enjoy the spectacular view from The Whistlers, witness the colorful, dainty flowers blooming in the spring and summer and watch ground squirrels chase each other
through the pussytoes. They can hear the whistle of the marmot and climb to the summit of the mountain to stand on top of the world. The sun shines through the long summer days, bringing heat to the
wind-swept land. After a short three months of summer, however, the wind blows colder than the sun
can shine and September snows blanket the peak.
Ground squirrels and marmots find a warm, safe place to hibernate, while pikas hide in rock
piles beneath the snow. Ptarmigan move down the mountain to subalpine meadows. Plants slowly go
dormant, their leaves turning a brilliant scarlet as the days get shorter. The falling snow will help shelter
them from the icy winds of the winter that will soon be upon the mountains.
As the weather gets colder and winter begins, the only sound to be heard in this land is the
whisper of the wind, which rises to a howl as blizzards rage across the mountain peaks. For nine months,
wind and cold dominate the alpine life zone.
After those nine months life will return to the land above the trees. The sun will warm the
earth and melt the snow and the alpine will once more become alive with color and sound and movement.
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From The Whistlers the view stretches out to
the Great Divide, the Yellowhead Pass, Mount
Robson and British Columbia. Mount Robson, the
highest mountain in the Canadian Rockies, is 78
kilometres away. The Miette River flows down from
the Great Divide to join the Athabasca River near
Jasper.
Pyramid Mountain to the north derives its
names from its shape. Its orange quartzitic sandstone is particularly colorful at sunrise and sunset.
The Athabasca River, set in a broad, glaciercarved valley, runs north, then turns east towards
the foothills of the Rockies.

AT THE TOP
From the upper terminal, the 1.4 kilometre trail winds
steadily up to the summit which offers a bird's-eye view of the
central part of Jasper National Park. Visitors can look over a
sea of mountain peaks, see glimpses of mountains that are up
to 90 kilometres away and get a new perspective of the park.
The Whistlers is at the junction of two valleys. From
the south flows the Athabasca River, which continues north and
east out of the park. The Icefields Parkway follows this river
to the Jasper townsite. The Miette River flows from the west,
where it drains from the peaks of the Continental Divide to join
the Athabasca River near the Jasper townsite. The Yellowhead
Highway and the Canadian National Railway follow the Miette
to the Jasper townsite, then continue along the Athabasca River
north out of the park.

The range of mountains to the northeast, the
Colin Range, is made of fairly young limestone
(360 million years old) and is part of the Front
Ranges which lifted up about 75 million years ago.
The closer Maligne Range is part of the Main
Ranges and is made of much older quartzitic sandstone (600 million years old).
East of the Maligne Range lies Medicine Lake
and Maligne Lake, the largest glacier-fed lake in
the Rockies.

The range of mountains to the south is part of
the Main Ranges, uplifted before the Front Ranges.
Layers of rock in Mount Edith Cavell illustrate how
the rock was formed in layers at the bottom of an
ocean.
Directly below, Whistlers Creek leads past the
base of Marmot Mountain, which hosts a downhill
ski resort. Mountain goats can occasionally be seen
on the sides of this peak.
Terminal Mountain has been carved by cirque
glaciers into a sharp arete, with a small cirque lake
at its base. Indian Ridge also rose above the expanse
of glacier ice and was sharpened as the cirque glacier carved out a bowl-shaped valley below. This
sheltered bowl is now lush alpine meadow, home
to ground squirrels, birds and the occasional deer
or caribou.
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